Give Kids The World Village’s
Night of a Million Lights
Production Facts
RWS Entertainment Group, a global, Emmy Award-winning entertainment company with headquarters in New
York City and London, partnered with Give Kids The World Village to produce its second annual Night of a
Million Lights holiday lights spectacular. More than 100,000 guests are expected to attend the 52-night event,
which will feature a 360-degree dancing lights show, a dazzling tree trail, tram tours, a holiday marketplace
featuring Santa’s Summer House, and more.
RWS designed, created and installed the following guest experiences exclusively for this event:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Star Arch and Light Tunnel: A specially designed 12-foot-tall star archway lit with GKTW signature logo
colors greets guests at the 2021 Night of A Million Lights event. Guests walk through a 30-foot-long
tunnel of shimmering, dancing lights as they enter the Village.
Night of a Million Lights Dancing Lights Show: A custom, choreographed light show featuring 21 villas
completely covered in lights guided by 16 individual control panels per house making sure lights keep
time to the music. The show also boasts more than 30 moving theatrical lights, wrapped trees and
lawns, and testimonials from Give Kids The World wish children.
Wish Tree: Standing 35 feet tall, this tree has been wrapped in 400+ strands of lights sparkling around
the base and throughout the branches and includes 55-star spheres.
Wish Children Stars Clusters: The Wish Tree is home to 13-star clusters, each 46” x 44”, that feature
artwork designed by Give Kids The World wish children and flanked by two smaller stars.
Tram Tour: Guided by voice actress and singer Jodi Benson (the voice of Ariel in The Little Mermaid) via
a custom script written and directed by RWS, the tour shares testimonials from wish children and
families, fun facts about the Village, and Give Kids The World’s mission to provide critically ill children
and their families with magical weeklong wish vacations at no cost. Tram tours will traverse the Village
past festive holiday venues, including 38 villas completely covered with stunning holiday lights and
décor.
Tree Trail: A walk-through trail of trees decorated with thousands of colored lights.
Star Portal Photo Op: Standing 8 feet 6 inches tall, this custom star photo opportunity is the perfect
way to preserve magical memories while at the Village.
Lamppost Banners: 72 Night of a Million Lights lamp post banners installed around the property.
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Give Kids The World Village’s
Night of a Million Lights
Production Facts
By the Numbers
Lights, varying sizes, shapes, colors

3M+ individual lights

Feet of lights throughout property

1.25M feet

Villas wrapped with lights

73

Lamp post banners

72

Trees wrapped with lights

57

Christmas trees

200

Dates of transformation

Sept. 12 – Nov. 9

More information about RWS Entertainment Group HERE
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